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Frightening, heartbreaking, and exquisitely calibrated, John le Carre's new novel opens with the

gruesome murder of the young and beautiful Tessa Quayle near northern Kenya's Lake Turkana,

the birthplace of mankind. Her putative African lover and traveling companion, a doctor with one of

the aid agencies, has vanished from the scene of the crime. Tessa's much older husband, Justin, a

career diplomat at the British High Commission in Nairobi, sets out on a personal odyssey in pursuit

of the killers and their motive. A master chronicler of the deceptions and betrayals of ordinary

people caught in political conflict, le Carre portrays, in "The Constant Gardener," the dark side of

unbridled capitalism. His eighteenth novel is also the profoundly moving story of a man whom

tragedy elevates. Justin Quayle, amateur gardener and ineffectual bureaucrat, seemingly oblivious

to his wife's cause, discovers his own resources and the extraordinary courage of the woman he

barely had time to love. "The Constant Gardener" is a magnificent exploration of the new world

order by one of the most compelling and elegant storytellers of our time. --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Having been a long time reader of John Le Carre's often bitter ironic take on the life of Britain's

intelligence community, I looked forward to reading The Constant Gardener, as it promised to be a

departure from his usual cloak and dagger novels. It exceeded my expectations in ways I did not

anticipate.The Constant Gardener at its heart is a love story. Justin Quayle, a minor British diplomat,

is stationed in Africa, rumored to be his last posting. He has met and married a younger woman,



Tessa, the subject of much gleeful and often malicious speculation amongst the diplomatic

community.The story opens with the horrific news that bodies have been found by Lake Turkana

and are believed to be those of Tessa and her driver. The other occupant, a much beloved man by

the name of Dr. Arnold Bluhm, an African civil rights activist, long rumored to be Tessa''s lover, is

missing.As the tale unfolds, myriad people who knew Tessa, some loving her, others despising her

youth and high ideals, struggle to cope with her loss, and their own hidden fears. Many hold Justin

Quayle in semi-contempt as an overfond and doting fool, more involved in his plants, than keeping a

rein on his young headstrong wife.The writing is taut and exquisite, as carefully, Le Carre exposes

the reality behind the masks worn by so many of the people around Tessa. Tessa herself, using

both recollection and the reflections of Justin Quayle, begins to emerge as something much greater

than anyone ever gave her credit for being.Justin, trying to deal with the huge emotional wound his

wife's death opened, begins on his own, to investigate just what Tessa had gotten herself involved

in. He finds finally, something more precious, more valuable than he could ever imagine.
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